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Editorial 
NSC Volume 8 no 1 featured Resurgam, a manufacturer of 16mm rolling 
stock kits mainly based on South African narrow gauge prototypes. This 
month a builder of gauge 1 and 16mm model locos based on South 
African steam prototypes of 3’6” and 2’ gauges is featured. 
Andrew Giffen is a South African expat living in deepest Lincolnshire. 
Without wishing to be derogatory, Andrew has had what best can be 
described as a checkered career. Born in Pretoria in 1970, Andrew’s 
interest in steam was sown in the late 70s by several visits with his 
father to the Capital Park steam sheds in Pretoria. 
His career included a stint as a cadet game ranger in the erstwhile Natal 
Parks Board, tour guide in Europe, a high school teacher in the UK and 
computer technician in Switzerland, while somewhere in there obtaining 
a languages degree at King's college London.   
Andrew and his wife returned to the UK from Switzerland 5 years ago 
having saved some capital and acquired another new born son, to 
purchase a house and cafe business in Lincolnshire. 
All the while, Andrew’s main hobby has been owning, building, running 
and maintaining live steam engines, all of them South African types 
(including a 3.5” gauge live steam 15F built by Ron Etter), having had 
the typical SAR look of them imprinted on his brain as a child at Capital 
Park.  Inevitably the maintaining led to making replacement parts which 
in turn led to making enhancements to detail and mechanisms, at first 
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extremely tentatively for fear of damaging what were very expensive 
purchases for him, and later with more and more confidence. 
During his12 year computing career the workshop was the place to 
escape the computer screen so he carefully avoided 3D CAD but 
eventually tried his hand at it and found it quite intuitive. It has proved to 
be an invaluable tool for him taking the hobby to the level of construction 
of new locomotives. Two of such locos feature in this article, firstly a 1:24 
model of a GMAM. This is a much smaller scale than Andrew is 
accustomed. So far the locos he has built are mainly for 3.5” gauge 
albeit a 5” model of a 15F, started two years ago and now 9’ long and 
weighing a third of a ton, is well advanced.   
So what is the genesis of the GMAM project?  
About the same time as he started the 5” 15F, Andrew was approached 
to participate in a business building Cape gauge 1 stock. The result was 
two motorised 15Fs.  

 

Electrically powered Cape gauge 1 15F 
Although the business never got off the ground a seed had been 
planted.  
The seed was germinated by Carel Janse van Rensburg, Riekus van der 
Westhuizen and Jan Gouws. Their activities are described in NSC 
volume 7 no 12. In brief, Carel has been responsible for resuscitating 
Cape Gauge 1 with the Gauge 1 Society. Riekus has been responsible 
for commissioning and building models of world class gauge 1 SAR 
diesel locomotives and Jan has built a range of high quality models of 
associated rolling stock. 
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Enter Andrew Giffen. Encouraged by examples of his work on Facebook, 
Carel and Ray Greyvenstein bought one of the two15Fs. Riekus who 
runs a model railway retail outlet in Benoni called the Third Rail, 
(https://www.facebook.com/TheThirdRail3/ ) became involved by 
commissioning two Cape gauge 1 GMAMs from Andrew.  
Andrew’s point of departure to build the two 15Fs was to use 3D CAD. At 
the time he hadn't touched it so resolved to teach himself. Not only did 
he find it as stated above, quite intuitive, but more importantly it offered 
an instant work flow of quality control whereby whatever was made could 
be easily modified on the screen to generate updated files for laser 
cutting and 3D printing, whether it was to rectify an error or simply a 
cosmetic or practical improvement. All the files are automatically backed 
up online so can be retrieved whatever happens to the computer being 
used. However, for good measure Andrew also backs up to a USB key 
and to Google as it's a lot of work to lose. 
Everyone finds a process that suits them and Andrew has found that no 
matter how neat and tidy the model looks on the screen, it's best not to 
mull over it for months on end and rather decide on a point where it is 
necessary to be brave and start making it, a bit like knowing when to 
stop tinkering with a painting.  Using 3D Cad enables design 
improvements and making replacement parts simple tasks. 
The biggest change Andrew made to both the 15F and GMAM CG1 
locos was to cut out considerably more from the frames front to 
completely clear the front bogie wheels which will help with track radii, 
their biggest limitation, especially all being 8 coupled flanged drivers. 
Removing the driver flanges could be done to order. 
CAD has revolutionised things, even something like the transport box is 
drawn up with slots and tabs and is laser cut at a low cost these days. 
Andrew gave thought to producing kits but although a lot of legwork is 
taken by laser cutting, he would still have to machine the drive rods, turn 
the wheels on the lathe and weld and solder so by that time he couldn't 
charge much less for a kit than a ready to run. 
Andrew has come across a few models built by engineers with little 
experience of running, which although built very well to the drawings, 
had problems on the track. Having come to it from the other direction, 20 
years of running them, admittedly all large scale live steam (so the 
motorised ones required a change in mindset), he can usually spot 
running issues coming along the line and avoid them. 
The GMAMs are 1.2 metres over the couplers and according to Andrew 
are the largest models of a narrow gauge locomotive ever run on 45mm 
track and beaten overall for this gauge only by the USAT Union Pacific 
Big Boy. 
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CAD image of GMAM frames and wheels 

 

A CAD image of the mounted boiler cradle showing the backhead 
detail. 

 
Closer view of a CAD image of the front of the loco 
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Rear CAD view of the beast 

 

GMAMS in progress - the 2 boilers having received their pipework 
and fittings. 

 

Close to completion, with boiler pipework and detail fitted. 
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\ 
Close up of running gear 
The power for the locos is provided by the same brush electric motors as 
used in the class 34-200 diesels built by Riekus. These are sourced from 
USA Trains, the designer of the motors and use a Cross RC metal 
driveshaft into Andrew’s gearbox. The motors are strong and easy to 
carry spares for. In addition, they respond well to the ESU XL decoders 
and have outstanding crawling ability. 
The gearboxes are custom made by Andrew. The gear wheels are brass 
and both wheel and worm run in needle roller bearings contained in a 
welded steel frame. The drive shaft is carbon fibre.  
The worm and wheel gear is a 1:50 reduction which when coupled with 
the USAT motor favours slow controlled starts with maximum torque and 
aims at giving a scaled down performance. The higher end of motor 
speed of around 10k rpm would give the model a decent clip of around 3 
wheel revs per second, a respectable speed for one of these machines. 
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Two completed GMAMs at a photo shoot 
Andrew’s latest project is a CGR Bagnall NG4, a 4-6-2T which operated 
on the Walmer branch of the PE-Avontuur line. The model is available in 
two versions: live steam; battery powered, radio control. The model is 
being built on the same principles as the GMAMs i.e. CAD diagrams first 
to see how everything fits, laser cutting of components, build. The 
diagrams below give some idea of what is involved.  

 

Main frame sketch of Bagnall NG4 
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Works (?) photograph of NG4 

 

3D CAD front view of Bagnall NG4 

 

And rear view 
So what comes after the NG4 Andrew? How about one of these? 
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Baldwin NG10 – photographer unknown 
The Avontuur line was suffering from a shortage of motive power in 1915 
and because of the war no British manufacturer could assist. The result 
was the SAR ordered 5 4-6-2 tender locos nos 61- 65 from Baldwin in 
the USA. No 61 which belongs to the Transnet Foundation was rebuilt 
virtually from scrap at the Bloemfontein works of Sandstone Estates 
where it is  currently on lend lease. 61 steamed for the first time in 59 
years in February 2019.  

 
Works photograph of 2-6-4T Manning Wardle type A no 1 of 1902 
renumbered 31 by the CGR and NG25 (?) by the SAR. 
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The Manning Wardles were the first locomotives in operational service 
on the Avontuur line and  according to Wikipedia, at 7’9” were the widest 
locomotives to be used on South African 2’ gauge lines.  
In chapter 3 part 1 of ‘Soul of A Railway’ Charlie Lewis has speculated 
that prior to Kitson and Co absorbing its neighbour MW in Leeds, there 
was some form of collaboration between the two companies  because 

the Type As look similar to the Calthrop 2-6-4Ts built by Kitson 

and Co for the Leek & Manifold railway. See NSC Volume 7 no 3. 
And finally 

 

Works photograph of Kerr Stuart Class N (on the NGR register) 
NG10 works no 1207 of 1911. 

 
Kerr Stuart NG16 works no 1344 of 1914 photographed at 
Sandstone in May 2013. Source Wikipedia. 
I know which one I would like Santa to bring me this year! 
Andrew may be contacted (and more of his handiwork viewed) via 
Facebook  https://www.facebook.com/groups/sootfontein-south-
african-railways-steam-railway-in-124-scale-1207484139391072/)or 
his e-mail address is Andrew.giffen3052@gmail.com. 
The end. 
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